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ELECTRONICS & NAVIGATION

Lifting the veil on eNavigation
The details of how IMO’s eNavigation initiative will affect the wider maritime industry are
not yet widely understood as the project continues to develop, but descriptions of the obstacles
that are slowing its implementation reveal what eNavigation will do, writes Fred Pot
he International Maritime Organization (IMO) defined the goals of
eNavigation in rather lofty and
general terms.
It, for instance, determined that
eNavigation should:
 Facilitate communications including
data exchange between ships, between
ships and shore-based entities and
between shore-based entities
 Integrate and present information on
board and ashore to manage the work
load of the users while also motivating
and engaging the user and supporting
decision making
A multinational group of experts (‘the
Correspondence Group’ or CG) was
formed under the auspices of the IMO's
Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) and
Safety of Navigation Subcommittee
(NAV). The CG was tasked to assess what
obstacles stand in the way of achieving the
eNavigation goals.
You can’t really identify such obstacles
unless you have a fairly good idea of the
information exchanges that eNavigation
will encompass. So the CG first identified
these information exchanges and then
looked for ways to streamline their
processes and procedures.
This is not rocket science. Business
process streamlining has been practiced
by just about every company and government agency because it typically pays
huge dividends. In many cases companies
had to change the way they do things just
to survive.
This doesn’t mean it is easy. Dreaming
up a better way to do things is easy. The
hard part is to turn these ‘ideal world’
dreams into tools that work reliably in the
messy real world and to get people to use
the new tools the way they were intended
to be used.
That is exactly what the CG ran into. In
its report to the NAV committee it presented a 47 page spreadsheet of the obstacles it identified that prevent streamlining
of processes and procedures along with
suggestions on how to bridge these ‘Gaps’,
as they call them.
The detailed description of these gaps
reveals a great deal about the specific
processes and procedures the CG wants to
streamline.
Fundamental to identifying the Gaps
was identifying the information requirements of both mariners and shore-side
users. The CG categorised information
needs by the geographic areas of ship
operations and the environment that
exists within those areas.
The CG identified five separate ‘Service
Areas’ along with an extensive menu
(‘Maritime Service Portfolio’ or MPS) of
information services needed for each one:
1. Harbour operations

T

2. Operations in coastal and confined or
restricted waters
3. Trans ocean voyages
4. Offshore operations
5. Operations in Arctic, Antarctic and
remote areas
Within a service area, menu items are broken down by information service users:
1. Mariners
2. Shore-based users

How will eNavigation
change ECDIS?
As e-navigation is implemented, ECDIS is
expected to evolve in many ways, with its
final shape still a matter for supposition
and conjecture.
Many of the new eNavigation information services for mariners will be made
available through new features. When
selected, these features are intended to
present the information in a meaningful,
task oriented way designed to assist the
mariner in making operational decisions.
Some examples of the proposed new
features are:
Automatic updating of Electronic
Nautical Charts - The goal appears to be
to use the voyage plan to automatically
update the relevant ENC’s and electronic
versions of publications (pilots, pilotage
charts, tide tables, light list, etc.) in realtime.
The gaps that the CG identified are 1)
the lack of timely delivery of ENC’s and
updates via the internet, 2) the unnecessary complexity introduced by encryption
of electronic charts and 3) the lack of standards for transmission and display of nonENC publications.
While commercial solutions to overcome the ENC update problems are available, they are not available to all mariners.
Also, electronic versions of publications
are scarce.
Manoeuvring Support - The goal
appears to be to support the mariner in
making manoeuvring (and mooring) decisions by presenting real-time own-ship
status information, environmental information (winds, currents) along with a
highly accurate own ship position and
heading relative to the dock. This might
even include a prediction of what the
ship’s position and heading will be in a
couple of minutes.
To receive winds and currents and to
get a highly accurate position and heading
relative to the dock it may well be necessary for the ship to exchange information
with dock-side equipment, however, and
this is another gap: standards for such
information exchange are lacking.
Digital information exchange with the
Pilot’s Portable Unit (PPU) - The CG identified as a gap that digital communication
with the pilot could be improved. The AIS

‘Pilot Plug’ was the first attempt to
exchange digital information with pilots.
It allowed a pilot to receive and display
AIS information and own-ship information on the carry-aboard laptop (PPU) but
not all ships provided pilot plugs and
those that did often positioned the plug in
the wrong place on the bridge or had a
plug that didn’t work at all.
It appears that the CG proposes to fix
these problems and to broaden the information exchange to more tightly couple
the ship’s navigation system and the PPU.
That could, for instance, include sharing
VTS instructions, real-time environmental
observations, waypoints, routes and
manoeuvring information.
Automatic, task oriented presentation
of relevant Maritime Safety Information
- The CG identified a gap that relates to
Maritime Safety Information (MSI).
Actually, it is more of a gaping hole
than just a gap – upon receiving real-time
MSI’s and other navigational warnings or
broadcasts that are relevant for the vessel's
navigation, there is no interfacing technique that allows this information to be
visible in real-time to the mariner.
To fix this, the CG proposes that shore
authorities transmit information critical to
ship's safety almost in real time and implement appropriate systems to enable them
do so; to present appropriate MSI’s on a
navigational display using standard symbols and text that consider the human element for effectiveness while preventing
information overload; to automatically
identify relevant MSI’s during route planning and voyage planning; and that MSI’s
have a parameter for urgency and that the
ECDIS system provides the alarms.
Real-time environmental observations
- The CG identified as a gap that currents,
water levels and weather information is
not automatically received. The CG
appears to feel that, if such real-time
observations were automatically received
and presented (on-demand), then the
mariner could and would use them to
make operational decisions.
For example, transmission of real-time,
tide-corrected bathymetry would allow
the mariner to use ECDIS to automatically
draw safety contours on the screen by taking into account the ship’s draft and the
minimum under keel clearance.
Weather Routing - The CG focused on
gaps in delivery and presentation of realtime observations but, surprisingly, did
not focus on weather routing.
Many ECDIS systems are not able to
simulate alternative trans ocean voyage
tracks to estimate their time of arrival and
fuel consumption while taking into
account own-ship loading characteristics,
short-term gridded binary (GRIB) weather
forecasts, seasonally adjusted climatologi-
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Example of a Manoeuvring Screen.
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cal information and pilotage charts.
If it were made available, weather routing would assist the mariner with selecting a safe track while minimising fuel consumption.
Traffic Organisation Service (TOS) The CG identified as a gap that there are
no standard data formats for on board
capture and presentation that covers the
entire scope of information provided by a
VTS. The latter includes things like the
VTS traffic flow plan and the time slot
allocations to individual ships.
VTS authorities in some cases may not
only prescribe traffic separation schemes
and arrival and departure sequences but
actually prescribe the track to be followed,
the time to start on the track and the
arrival time at waypoints (‘Gates’) along
the prescribed track.
This is likely the case not only for busy
harbour approaches but also in waterways
such as the Bosporus, the Malacca Straits,
the English Channel, Gibraltar, etc.
ECDIS could be set up to automatically receive and display the prescribed
track along with the speed to maintain to
arrive at the check-in gates at the prescribed time. Doing so will greatly reduce
voice VHF transmissions and thereby
ambiguity caused by language comprehension obstacles.
The CG identified as a gap that current
VTS hardware and software may not have
the capacity for real time display of vessels’
track to provide a (NAS or) TOS service.
eNavigation will change not only
ECDIS but also shore-based VTS Systems.
It will require, for instance, upgrades to
enable these systems to automatically
receive
and
accept
Automatic
Identification System (AIS) transmissions
(vessel and voyage particulars and position updates).
Upgrades will also be required to allow
transmission of traffic flow plans, their
associated tracks and time slot allocations
to individual ships.
Navigation Assistance Service (NAS)
- This service is normally rendered at the
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request of a vessel or by the VTS when
deemed necessary. NAS is especially
important in difficult navigational or
meteorological circumstances or in case of
defects or deficiencies such as lack of ENC
coverage.
When requested, the VTS operator
assists the bridge team with determining
the vessel’s position and provides advice
to support on board navigational decision
making.
The CG notes as a gaps that 1) the VTS
operator should have confidence that the
information is correctly exchanged with
the ship and 2) that the system enables the
operator to effectively communicate with
the bridge team.
To be effective, NAS requires close coupling of the on board navigation system
with the VTS system. AIS provides some
of the required telemetry (GPS & heading
sensor) but standards are lacking for the
exchange of other information, such as
digital transmission and acknowledgement of information, warnings, advice
and instructions that the VTS Operator
provides.
Remote Inspection of Navigation
Equipment - Several of the gaps the CG
identified refer to remote monitoring of
the quality of on-board navigation systems by shore based authorities. It seems
that the CG proposes to enable shorebased authorities to remotely determine
things like:
 The make and model of the ECDIS and
radar systems that are being used, and

whether they are running the latest
version of the system software. This
tells them, for instance, whether the on
board ECDIS can automatically receive
and display MSI’s.
 The make and model of the GPS and
eLoran receivers that are being used
and whether they are running the latest version of their system software
along with their position accuracy.
 The version of the ENC being used for
the coastal area and for the harbour
approach and whether the on-board
ECDIS system can automatically
receive and install a new version.
This type of fully automated remote inspection is likely to be more effective than the
current practice of only relying on one-time
type certification of navigation equipment
that freezes its further development.
Remote Update of AIS Voyage Details
- The CG identified as a gap the “lack of a
single-window and/or automated and
single entry for any required reporting
information into the system for it to be
shared by authorized authorities without
further intervention by the ship during
navigation.”
From the proposed solution it becomes
clear that the CG is referring primarily to
AIS voyage details (message 5). The CG
appears to favour enabling shore-based
authorities to remotely update a ship’s
AIS voyage details if they are out of date,
which still occurs quite frequently.
The CG also proposes that ship operators use satellite-based systems to monitor

its ships’ AIS transmissions (AIS-S) and
alert the bridge team if the voyage details
are out of date.

eNavigation and
administrative procedures
The CG identified a host of gaps that
involve processes and procedures that are
not associated with the safe navigation of
the ship. These administrative processes
and procedures currently, however, take
up a lot of the mariner’s time. An example
is associated with ships’ reporting obligations:
Standardised and automated reporting - The CG identified insufficient means
for ship reporting as a gap. The CG proposes to “remove the need for human
interface and communication of manually
operated systems by replacing them with
automated systems (based on shipboard
AIS) that will seamlessly populate VTS
and Marine Domain Awareness (MDA)
systems, anywhere in the world.”
This is an ambitious goal. It requires for
instance that the European SafeSeaNet,
the Baltic nations’ HELCOM, the US
Electronic Notice Of Arrival/Departure
(eNOA/D) and all similar national and
port systems in the world will automatically receive and accept a single set of elec-

tronic reports about the vessel, the voyage,
the cargo, the crew and the passengers.
Please remember that the above list of
proposed services was not provided by
the CG. The author merely inferred them
from the CG’s gap analysis.
The list of proposed services is, also,
not intended to be comprehensive. The
CG identified many more gaps that are
associated with Search And Rescue (SAR),
with Ice Navigation along with a host of
other gaps but the services described
above represent the major ones that
mariners would be able to use in the normal course of operations.
Everyone that will be affected by
eNavigation should read the report
of the CG to the NAV committee
(see http://e-nav.no/media.php?file=96).
It is not too late to influence the design
of eNavigation services that will be
offered. The eNavigation Conference in
Seattle (November 29 - 30, 2011) provides
an excellent opportunity to provide feedback to not only the Chairman of the CG
(Mr John Erik Hagen, Norwegian Coastal
Administration) but also to the USCG and
US Federal Department of Transportation
officials that in turn are in a position to
influence implementation of the CG proposals at the IMO, IALA and ITU level. DS
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ECDIS. For every voyage you make.

ECDISPLUS from Kelvin Hughes allows your Fleet
to operate using only the most up to date chart
information and data available, thanks to a
unique relationship with ChartCo, the world’s
leading broadcast provider of data to ships
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